We study the frustration properties of the Ising model on a one-dimensional monoatomic equidistant lattice, taking into account the exchange interactions of atomic spins at the sites of the nearest, next-nearest, and third neighbors. The exact analytical expressions for the thermodynamic functions of the system are obtained using the Kramers-Wannier transfer matrix technique. Criteria for the emergence of magnetic frustrations in the presence of competition between the energies of exchange interactions are formulated. The points and intervals of the existence of frustrations, which depend on the values and signs of the exchange interactions, are found. The features of the entropy and heat capacity of this model in the frustration regime and its vicinity are investigated. Non-zero entropy values of the ground state of a frustrated system, as well as a two-peak temperature structure of the heat capacity in the vicinity of the frustration point, are found. at the sites of the nearest, second, and third neighbors (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0), the lines emerging from the point (31) defining the boundaries of the spin configurations C A4 , C A6 and C A2 are given by
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin systems with magnetic frustrations are a rapidly developing field of research in recent years, which covers a wide range of objects with special magnetic states, such as spin liquid, spin ice, as well as various incommensurate, helicoidal, chiral, and other exotic structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The phenomenon of magnetic frustration was discovered in the mid-seventies of the twentieth century in magnetic materials exhibiting unusual properties, which was explained by the strong degeneration of the ground state of the system and the impossibility of magnetic ordering even at zero temperature. Such magnetics by Gerard Toulouse in 1977 were called frustrated [9, 10] .
The experimental material on frustrated magnetic systems in real crystals and noncrystalline materials is very rich and is replete with new phenomena and unusual properties. However, the proper interpretation and theoretical explanation of a multitude of experimental facts and new effects is currently absent, and a number of properties of the frustrated systems are not yet sufficiently understood.
In the present paper, we study the frustration properties of the one-dimensional Ising model on a monatomic equidistant lattice taking into account the exchange interactions of atomic spins on the sites of the nearest, next-nearest, and third neighbors. This model makes it possible to obtain an exact solution in the thermodynamic limit, and qualitatively consider the desired characteristics, including explaining the properties of magnetic materials caused by frustrations, which are not available for description within perturbation theory [11] .
Of course, the Ising model has long been widely used in the theory of magnetism and has a set of well-known solutions [12] [13] [14] [15] , but no systematic description of its frustration properties has been carried out.
Thus, the computation of the thermodynamic characteristics of the Ising model allows one to find the essential information about the frustration of the system [16] [17] [18] and relate it to the experimental observables. * Alexander.Zarubin@imp.uran.ru
II. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF THE ISING CHAIN
We will consider the one-dimensional classical Ising model taking into account the exchange interactions between atomic spins at the sites of the first (nearest), second (next-nearest), and third neighbors, which is given by the Hamiltonian
where b is the number of exchange interactions of the chain spins in the model (in this case b = 3), J 1 is the parameter of exchange interaction between the spins at the nearest neighbor sites in the linear lattice, J 2 is the parameter of exchange interaction between the spins at the next-nearest lattice sites, J 3 is the parameter of exchange interactions between the spins at the third neighbors, the symbol σ n denotes the z projection of the atom spin operator located at the n-site and is equal to σ = ±1, and N is the number of the chain sites. In the Kramers-Wannier tansfer matrix method [11, 19] used with the Born-von Kármán cyclic boundary conditions are imposed σ N+1 = σ 1 , the partition function is
where V is the transfer matrix the elements of which are independent of the site index [11] and are specified by the rule V σσ σ σ σ σ = σσ σ |e K 1 σσ +K 2 σσ +K 3 σσ |σ σ σ = = e K 1 σσ +K 2 σσ +K 3 σσ δ σ σ δ σ σ 13 Feb 2020
Note that in further transformations, the Boltzmann constant k B will be put equal to unity, and the quantities T , J 2 , and J 3 will be measured in the units of |J 1 |, as is commonly accepted in the theory of low-dimensional systems.
The dimension of the square transfer matrix of a onedimensional spin model is determined by the expression
where c is the number of states at a site (c = 2 in the classical Ising model), and b is the number of exchange interactions of spins of the chain in the problem (b = 3). Therefore, in the considered problem, the dimension of the transfer matrix is equal to d = 2 3 .
The construction of the transfer matrix was carried out according to the scheme proposed in [20] , and described in detail in [21] . We obtain that the transfer matrix has the following form
The resulting matrix (5) can be reduced to the block form, and the characteristic equation of which is defined as
where the coefficients are
The principal (single largest real) eigenvalue of the matrix (5) determined from the equation (6), is expressed in radicals and has the following form
In the transfer matrix technique in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞), the partition function (2) is
where λ 1 is the principal eigenvalue of the transfer matrix, which for this type of matrix always exists by the Perron-Frobenius theorem [22, 23] . As a result, all thermodynamic functions of the system, including the Helmholtz free energy per spin,
and heat capacity
are defined only in terms of the principal eigenvalue of the transfer matrix [11, [24] [25] [26] .
At the end of this section, it should be said that we know only one paper [27] , in which, for the one-dimensional Ising model, taking into account the interaction of spins at the sites of third neighbors, a transfer matrix is constructed and expressions for its eigenvalues are obtained in an explicit form. Unfortunately, the results described in [27] are not correct. This conclusion can be easily verified by obtaining an expression from the characteristic equation presented in [27] in the particular cases of smaller number of interactions in the model.
Taking into account the interaction only between the spins at the nearest neighbors in the chain, that is, when
we must get the well-known result of [12] for the characteristic equation that contains the principal eigenvalue, in the form of λ − 2 cosh K 1 = 0, but from the paper [27] , the characteristic equation is transformed to the form
Also, when taking into account the interaction between the spins at the first and second neighbors in the chain, where
the characteristic equation that contains the principal eigenvalue, must have the form λ 2 − 2λe K 2 cosh K 1 + 2 sinh(2K 2 ) = 0, as shown in Refs. [20, 28] , but in the paper [27] the equation reduces to quite different form
Obviously, the results of paper [27] are not correct.
Note that the characteristic equation obtained in our work (6), in both particular cases of the number of interactions in the system, gives the correct results.
III. MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE GROUND STATE OF THE SYSTEM
The model contains only eight variants of the relationship of the parameters of the exchange interactions between the spins at the sites of the first, second, and third neighbors of the chain. These relations are (12) (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 > 0), (J 1 > 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0). (13) The first two sets (10) correspond to the aggravated antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic types of exchange interactions. The last six sets of the parameters (11)-(13) define the system with competing exchange interactions between spins.
The magnetic phase diagram of the ground state of the model is determined by the behavior of the minimum energy of the spin system configurations at zero temperature, depending on the model parameters
where the configuration energy itself is an internal energy
per lattice site at zero temperature
which is explicitly specified by the operator of the total energy of the system (1) and is found from the function
where m is the number of sites in the configuration, b is the number of exchange interactions of the chain spins in the problem (b = 3), J p is the parameter of the exchange interaction between lattice spins at neighboring sites of the p-level.
Only five types of spin configurations with minimal energy are realized in the ground state of the system, depending on the signs of the parameters of the exchange interactions of the chain spins.
The first type of spin configurations is characterized by antiferromagnetic ordering, which corresponds to a set
consisting of two sequences (with alternating spin projections along and against the direction of the z-axis) with equal energies
For this configuration, we introduce the designation A2 [21] . The second type of spin configurations is characterized by magnetic ordering with a tripling of the translation period (configuration designation A3),
which consists of six configurations with equal energies
The third type is determined by magnetic ordering with quadruple period (configuration designation A4),
which consists of four configurations with equal energies
The fourth type is characterized by magnetic ordering with sextuple period (configuration designation A6),
The fifth type of spin configurations is characterized by ferromagnetic ordering (configuration designation F2) with a set
which consists of two sequences (along and against the direction of the z-axis) with equal energies
Other types of magnetic ordering, i.e. spin configurations with quintuple, septuple, or higher increase in the translation period, do not have the minimum ground state energy at any ratios of the exchange parameters of the system.
Recall that the above configurations of the ground state correspond to the following designations 1 , 12 , 2 , 3 , ∞ introduced in [29, 30] and widely used in the ANNNI model [31] [32] [33] .
Thus, the spin configurations under consideration have corresponding energies in the following ranges of interaction pa-
From this expression, we can obtain the ratios of the exchange parameters of the model at which the rearrangement of the ordering structure of the spin configurations of the ground state occurs,
with the formation of a complicated structure of the boundaries of the regions of these configurations, as shown in the magnetic phase diagram of the spin system [31, 34, 35] , and presented in Fig. 1 . Note that the structure of the magnetic phase diagram (see Fig. 1a and 1c) is antisymmetric with respect to the replacement
which, upon further analysis of the model, allows one to consider the behavior of thermodynamic quantities with only one sign of the parameter of the exchange interaction between spins at the sites of the nearest neighbors and at the same time fully describe the thermodynamics of the system. In the magnetic phase diagram, with the antiferromagnetic spin exchange parameter at the sites of the second neighbors (J 2 < 0) at zero temperature, a point is formed at the following ratios of the model parameters
which delimits three regions of spin configurations C A4 , C A3 and C A2 for the antiferromagnetic parameter of the exchange interaction between the spins at the sites of the first neighbors (J 1 < 0), or the regions of C A4 , C A6 and C F2 with the ferromagnetic parameter (J 1 > 0). This triple point (27) in the phase diagram ( Fig. 1 ) is marked by a circlet and has the ground state energy equal to E = −|J 1 |/2.
In the case of a zero value of the spin exchange parameter at the sites of the first neighbors (J 1 = 0), the triple point in the phase diagram (27) shifts to the position where the values of all exchange parameters are zero,
This point in the magnetic phase diagram (Fig. 1b ) is indicated by a rhombus, it is already common for the five spin configuration regions of C A2 , C A6 , C A4 , C A3 , and C F2 , and has the energy equal to zero, E = 0. Note that this fact does not contradict the Gibbs phase rule, since the considered spin system at a given point (28) is defined as an Ising paramagnet in an absolutely frustrated state [21] .
Depending on the signs of the parameters of the exchange interactions of spins at the sites of the first and third neighbors at the point (27) , the following boundaries of the regions of spin configurations are formed.
In the antiferro-antiferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the parameters of the exchange interactions between the spins at the sites of the nearest, second and third neighbors (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0) and with an increase of the parameter |J 3 |, in the phase diagram from the point (27) a linear segment is formed
defining the common boundary of the configuration regions C A4 and C A2 , which has the energy E = J 2 . Also, with an increase of the parameter |J 3 |, and in the ferro-antiferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters (J 1 > 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 > 0), from the point (27) a line segment is formed
defining the boundary of the configuration regions C A4 and C F2 , which has an energy E = J 2 .
The considered segments of the boundaries of the phase diagram (29) and (30) start at the point (27) , and with a further increase of the parameter |J 3 | end in position
in which there arises another spin configuration C A6 with the antiferromagnetic parameter of the exchange interaction between the spins at the sites of the first neighbors (J 1 < 0) or the configuration C A3 with the ferromagnetic parameter (J 1 > 0). The triple point (31) in the phase diagram ( Fig. 1 ) is marked by a triangle and has the energy E = −|J 1 |.
With a further increase of the parameter |J 3 | in the phase diagram at the point (31) the boundaries of already three regions of spin configurations are formed.
Thus, in the antiferro-antiferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the parameters of the exchange interactions between the spins
and the energies of states on these lines are respectively equal to E = J 2 and E = −J 3 . On the other hand, in the antiferro-antiferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 > 0) with increasing parameter |J 3 | at the point (27) in the phase diagram the segments
are formed, defining the corresponding boundaries of the configuration regions C A4 and C A3 with the ground state energy equal to E = J 2 , and also the segments
are formed, defining the boundaries of the configuration regions C A3 and C A2 with the energy
In the ferro-antiferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters (J 1 > 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0), the boundaries are formed at the point (27) , which are described by the expressions
for regions of spin configurations C A4 and C A6 , and
for regions C A6 and C F2 . The energies of the system at zero temperature on the lines (39) and (40) are respectively equal to E = J 2 and
Depending on the sign of the exchange interaction parameters between the spins at the sites of the nearest neighbors, the segments (37) or (40) determine the boundaries in the phase diagram, which, passing through the position
connect the point (27) with the point
The triple point (42) in the phase diagram ( Fig. 1) is marked by a square and has the energy E = −|J 1 |.
In the antiferro-ferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters (J 1 < 0, J 2 > 0, J 3 > 0) and with increasing parameter |J 3 | at the triple point in the magnetic phase diagram (42) , another configuration region C F2 is formed, the boundaries of which with the corresponding regions of the spin configurations C A3 andC A2 are defined by the following linear laws (35) and
The energies of the ground state of the system in the positions (35) and (43) are respectively equal to E = −J 3 and E = −J 2 . On the other hand, in the ferro-ferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the exchange interactions parameters (J 1 > 0, J 2 > 0, J 3 < 0) and with increasing parameter |J 3 | at the triple point in the magnetic phase diagram (42) , another configuration region C A2 is formed, the boundaries of which with the corresponding regions of the spin configurations C A6 and C F2 are determined by the linear laws (33) and (43) with the corresponding energies E = J 3 and E = −J 2 .
Note that in the case of zero exchange interaction between the spins at the sites of the nearest neighbors (J 1 = 0), the above segments of the boundary between the configurations C A4 and C F2 (29); C A4 and C F2 (30), as well as C A3 and C F2 (37); C A6 and C F2 (40) are absent, i.e. all the triple points described above are combined where the quintuple point is formed, as one can see in Fig. 1b .
Thus, the lines in the magnetic phase diagram of the ground state demonstrate the boundaries of the regions of spin configurations on which a qualitative change in the structure of magnetic ordering of the ground state occurs.
In Fig. 1 dashed lines indicate the boundaries (determined by the following relations of the model parameters (43), (35) , (29) and (33) with the antiferromagnetic parameter of the exchange interaction between the spins at the sites of the first neighbors (J 1 < 0), as well as (43), (33), (30) and (35) with the ferromagnetic exchange interaction parameter (J 1 > 0)), on which the rearrangement of the ground state ordering occurs, and the number of configurations of the system with minimum energy is equal to the sum of the configurations of the regions adjacent to the boundary.
The solid lines in Fig. 1 indicate the boundaries (determined by the following relations of the model parameters (32) , (34) and (37) with the antiferromagnetic parameter (J 1 < 0), as well as (34), (32) and (40) with the ferromagnetic parameter (J 1 > 0)), on which the number of configurations of the system with the minimum energy is greater than the sum of the configurations of the adjacent regions of the phase diagram.
Such a multitude of spin configurations of the system at zero temperature is associated with the rearrangement of the magnetic structure and the appearance at the given phase a point (in the thermodynamic limit) of an infinite number of spin configurations, including a violation of translational invariance.
This situation can be demonstrated by the following example. Note that in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 1a , the boundary indicated by the solid line (37) , with the energy (38] ) corresponds to the adjacent regions of the spin configurations C A2 and C A3 with the corresponding energies (17) and (19) . In the antiferro-ferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters, there are other configuration sequences, for example,
with the same energy
with the energy
which also have minimal ground state energy only at the phase boundary of the regions under consideration (38) , as shown in Fig. 2 .
The energies of the ground state of spin configurations depending on the ferromagnetic exchange interaction parameter between spins at the sites of third neighbors (J 3 0) in the magnetic phase space region, where J 1 = −1 and J 2 = +1. The frustration regime in the system occurs at the point J 3 = +1. The solid lines indicate the energies E A2 (17) and E A3 (19) , the dashed line indicates E Ax (44), the dotted line indicates E Ay (45) , and the thick solid line indicates the minimum energy E 0 (14) In the terminology of the works [30, 31, 33, [35] [36] [37] , in the magnetic phase diagram of the ground state ( Fig. 1 ), the triple points described above are called mutiphase points, and solid lines are called mutiphase lines.
IV. RESIDUAL ENTROPY OF THE SYSTEM AT ZERO TEMPERATURE
In the magnetic phase diagram of the ground state of the model with competing exchange interactions of spins at the sites of the first, second, and third neighbors (Fig. 1) in the regions outside the boundaries of the spin configurations and at the boundaries marked by the dashed lines, the corresponding values of the zero-temperature (residual) entropy are zero,
and at the boundaries indicated by solid lines, the entropy of the ground state is no longer zero,
This result (47) does not contradict the third law of thermodynamics, since the entropy is determined
up to the integration constant S 0 0. This constant is chosen equal to zero (S 0 = 0) only in the formulation of the Nernst-Planck theorem for equilibrium systems with nondegenerate ground state [38] .
On the other hand, if the Gibbs entropy of the ground state of the system is greater than zero,
this suggests that the system experiences degeneracy of the ground state, since the statistical weight characterizing the multiplicity of degeneracy of the system is greater than unity (W > 1) [39] .
Thus, the state of a system in which the entropy of the ground state is not zero (47) should be called frustrated [21] .
It should be noted that, in contrast to the situation with a smaller number of interactions in the Ising model [21] , in the case under consideration there are much more relations of exchange interaction parameters in the system, at which the frustrated system behaves differently.
For example, in the magnetic phase diagram in the absence of exchange between the spins of the chain (28) at the quintuple point marked by rhombus in Fig. 1b , a paramagnetic state is realized, characterized by that all configurations of the system have the same probability and have the same zero energy. The entropy of such a state of the system is equal to the natural logarithm of two,
and is the same at any temperature. From this it is clear that the Ising paramagnet is an absolutely frustrated system [21] .
With the ratio of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (27) at the triple point marked in the phase diagram (Fig. 1 ) by a circlet, the entropy at zero temperature is equal to the natural logarithm of the golden ratio,
In the phase diagram ( Fig. 1) , thick solid lines indicate the boundaries of the regions of spin configurations with the ratios of the exchange parameters (37) and (40) , as well as square marks indicate triple points (42) , at which the residual entropy is equal to
Also, thin solid lines mark the boundaries of the configurations when the ratio of the model parameters (32) and (34), as well as triangular points indicate the triple points (31) in the phase diagram ( Fig. 1) , at which the residual entropy has the following value
Note that the positions of the frustration of the system in the phase diagram correspond to multiphase points and lines in [31, 35] . It should be noted, that the expressions presented above for zero-temperature entropy can be written as
where the argument of the natural logarithm is the statistical weight of the system, which is defined as the maximum real root of the corresponding equation. Thus for residual entropy (50) this equation has the form
and for entropy (52) this equation is
For the presented equations, there always exists a single positive real root.
V. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM IN THE FRUSTRATION REGIME AND ITS VICINITY
The thermodynamic functions of the model demonstrate a complicated temperature behavior at various ratios of the parameters of the exchange interaction of spins at the sites of the first, second, and third neighbors.
At zero temperature, the entropy of the Ising chain has either a zero value (46) or a finite value in the frustration regime, with values (49), (50), (51) or (52), as well as at an infinitely high temperature (for any values of the exchange parameters of the model), the entropy of the system is equal to the natural logarithm of two,
where the statistical weight of the system (W = 2) corresponds to the number of states at the site in the model. Thus, when the temperature changes, the entropy of the system has values in the range 0 S ln 2. Figure 3 shows the entropy behavior of the model outside the frustration regime (line 1), in the frustration regime (lines 2, 3, 4), as well as in the completely frustrated system regime (line 5). At an infinitely high temperature and any values of the exchange interaction parameters of the system, the entropy tends to a finite value equal to (53) . In turn, the heat capacity of the system is zero for any ratio of the exchange parameters of the spins, and at zero and infinitely high temperatures,
At intermediate temperatures, the heat capacity has a maximum, which splits into several peaks in the vicinity of the frustration point. For various ratios of the model parameters, several types (scenarios) of the behavior of the temperature evolution of heat capacity are formed. For example, in the case of the antiferro-antiferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0) with the ratio of the quantities J 2 J 1 and J 3 J 1 , frustration occurs in the system at a certain ratio of the model parameters (31) , therefore, only in this case, the residual entropy is not equal to zero (52) , and for all other ratios of the parameters in this interval of values, the entropy of the ground state is zero (46) , as shown in Fig. 4 . The temperature dependence of entropy at the point of frustration (31) and its small vicinity is presented in more detail in Fig. 5 .
In the considered range of model parameters, the temperature dependence of the heat capacity of the system far from the frustration position (31) has one broad maximum, and when approaching the frustration point, this peak splits and an additional sharp peak forms at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 6 . In the vicinity of the frustration regime, the sharp peak (increasing in amplitude and decreasing in width) disappears in full at the frustration point, where only one broad maximum remains (see Fig. 7 ) [40] . Thus, the first scenario of the temperature evolution of the heat capacity peaks in the frustration regime in the system is realized.
The evolution of the positions of the heat capacity peaks versus temperature in the range of model parameters (32) for several values of the exchange interaction parameters is shown in Fig. 8 . The behavior of the low-temperature peak in this figure is indicated by a solid line, and the evolution of the peak formed at somewhat higher temperatures is shown by a The most distinctly the first scenario of the temperature behavior of the heat capacity peaks is shown in Fig. 8a .
Note that in Fig. 8b a more complicated behavior of the heat capacity peaks was demonstrated, since in the considered range of exchange interaction parameter values, the rearrangement of the ordering of the spin configuration of the ground state occurs twice (for the ratios of the model parameters (32) and (33) ). In the first case (32), the system experiences frustrations at spin ordering rearrangement, and in the second case (33) there are no frustrations (see Fig. 9a ).
The temperature evolution of entropy and heat capacity is shown in Fig. 9 for the model parameters corresponding to line 2 in Fig. 8b . It can be seen in Fig. 9a that the zerotemperature entropy at the boundary of spin configurations (32) at the frustration point is not zero, but at the boundary (33) at the point where frustration does not occur, the residual entropy is zero. Figure 9b shows that the temperature function of the heat capacity of the system at the phase separation boundary (32), on which frustration occurs, always has one maximum, and when deviating from these boundaries, the heat capacity behavior noticeably changes, forming a second peak. At the boundary (33) , at which frustration of the system does not occur, the temperature evolution of the heat capacity has a more complicated behavior, which will be discussed later.
In the case of the antiferro-antiferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 > 0) with the ratio of the quantities (J 2 < J 1 /2), the system has frustrations at certain ratio of the model parameters (34) with a non-zero value of the residual entropy equal to (52) . In this range of exchange interaction parameter values, the temperature evolution of entropy and heat capacity is qualitatively similar to the first scenario described above.
The temperature evolution of the positions of the heat ca- pacity peaks is shown in Fig. 10 . As can be seen from the heat capacity behavior in Fig. 8a and 10a the positions evolution is qualitatively similar. It should be noted that Fig. 10b shows a complicated evolution of the positions of the heat capacity peaks, which is associated with the existence of two relations of the model parameters in the range of their values at which the system experiences frustrations, (34) and (37) . This situation is demonstrated by the temperature dependences of entropy and heat capacity in Fig. 11 , which correspond to line 3 in Fig. 10b .
The residual entropy at the boundaries of spin configurations (34) and (37) at the frustration points is not equal to zero, as can be seen in Fig. 11a . Figure 11b shows that the temperature dependence of the heat capacity of the system at the phase separation boundaries (34) and (37) , on which frustrations arise, always has only one maximum, and when deviating from these boundaries, the heat capacity behavior changes, forming another peak in the vicinity of the boundary.
The second scenario of the formation of the temperature dependence of the heat capacity of the system occurs in the antiferro-antiferro-ferromagnetic variant of the exchange in- Secondly, frustrations exist in the range of exchange interaction parameters (J 1 /2 < J 2 0 and 0 < J 3 −J 1 /3) on the phase separation boundary determined by the ratio (37), while the residual entropy is equal to the value (51) .
In this case, in the range of model parameters (J 1 /2 J 2 0 and 0 J 3 −J 1 /3), the temperature behavior of the heat capacity peaks in the vicinity of the system frustration regime is different from the first scenario described earlier. In this case, far from the frustration regime, the temperature dependence of the heat capacity has only one maximum, and when approaching the frustration point, this peak splits into sharp and broad maxima, and a broad maximum appears and forms already. Also, when approaching the frustration point, these heat capacity maxima diverge and the sharp peak disappears at the frustration point, and when moving away from this point the broad maximum disappears. The second scenario of the formation and behavior of the temperature evolution of the peaks of the heat capacity of the system considered here is shown in Fig. 12 . Figure 12b shows a more complicated behavior of the positions of the heat capacity peaks, which is associated with the existence of two relations of the model parameters in this region of their values, for which there are frustrations in the system, (34) and (37) . In the considered range of model parameter values, the temperature dependences of entropy and heat capacity were already shown in Fig. 11 , for line 2 in Fig. 12b .
It should be noted here that a third peak may appear on the temperature evolution of the heat capacity in the antiferroantiferro-ferromagnetic variant of the model exchange interaction parameters (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 > 0) in the range from (34) to (37) , i.e. near the existence of two frustrated states of the spin system (see lines 2' in Fig. 12 ). This small broad maximum arising between the sharp and large broad peaks is shown in Fig. 16 .
The third scenario arises in the antiferro-ferroferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters In this range of model parameters with the ratios of exchange interactions (37) , the residual entropy is equal to a nonzero value (51) , which demonstrates the existence of frustration in the system.
In this case, the temperature evolution of the heat capacity peaks demonstrates somewhat different behavior from the previously described scenarios. When approaching the position of frustration (37), the peak splits into a broad and sharp peaks, while the sharp peak formed at low temperatures disappears at the point of frustration. When moving away from the frustration point towards small values of the exchange interaction between the spins at the sites of third neighbors (J 3 ), the broad peak disappears (see Fig. 13a ), and when moving away from this point towards large values of the parameter J 3 , the sharp peak disappears, and only one broad maximum of the function remains. When parameter J 2 changes (see Fig.  13b ), the temperature evolution of the heat capacity peaks is similar to that described earlier, but with inverted behavior. Obviously, the heat capacity of the system here demonstrates the third scenario of the formation of the temperature evolution of the behavior of the maxima. This behavior is a combination of the two previous scenarios. This is shown that in Fig. 13 on one side of the frustration point (37) for small values of J 3 (or large for J 2 ) the heat capacity behaves similarly to the second scenario of peak development (see Fig. 12 ), and for values of J 3 greater (or less for J 2 ) than frustration values (37) , the heat capacity behaves already as in the case of the first scenario (see Fig. 10 ).
Note that the peak splitting described above in three scenarios during the temperature evolution of the magnetic contribution to heat capacity is observed in real rare-earth antiferromagnets [7, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and actinide compounds [49] , as well as a number of organometallic coordination polymers [50, 51] , molecular [52] and quasi-one-dimensional frustrated [53] magnets.
It is important to note that the magnetic phase diagram of the ground state also contains the boundaries of the regions of spin configurations on which frustration does not occur (dashed lines in Fig. 1 ). In such cases, the entropy of the ground state of the system is zero (46) , but the rearrangement of the configurations still leads to a change in the behavior of the temperature dependence of the heat capacity peaks of the system, which is quite different from that described above. These situations are observed in the magnetic phase diagram in several cases. Firstly, in the antiferro-antiferro-antiferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0, J 3 < 0) for the ratio of quantities (J 1 < J 2 < J 1 /2 and J 1 < J 3 < 0) at the boundary of the regions of spin configurations (29) , as well as for the ratio of quantities (J 2 = J 1 and J 3 < −|J 1 |) on the boundary (33) . The behavior of the heat capacity peaks is shown in Fig. 14 and 8 .
Secondly, frustrations are absent in the antiferro-ferroferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (J 1 < 0, J 2 > 0, J 3 > 0) for the ratio of quantities (J 2 > −J 1 and J 3 > −J 1 ) at the boundaries of the configuration regions of the ground state (43) and (35) . The behavior of the heat capacity peaks is shown in Fig. 15 . In the cases presented (with the ratio of the exchange interaction parameters corresponding to the separation boundaries of the configurations of the ground state considered), the position of the maximum temperature dependence of the heat capacity formed at low temperatures does not reach zero temperatures and does not vanished, and the heat capacity peaks are large and small the values of the exchange interaction parameter do not converge at one point on the phase boundary at zero temperature (line 3 in Fig. 17 ). This behavior of the heat capacity peaks at low temperatures demonstrates the possibility of the formation of metastable states (see the inset in Fig. 18 ).
In the indicated ranges of the parameters of the exchange interaction of spins at the lattice sites in the vicinity of the interphase boundary and near the point of frustration of the system, it is possible to split the maximum and form a two-peak structure of the temperature dependence of the heat capacity, which differs from the heat capacity structure near the frustration regime, as shown in Fig. 19 . This situation is possible due to the fact that the second (broad) peak has a extension when the ratio of exchange interaction parameters near the frustration point changes, as can be seen from Fig. 8 . In this case, the sharp peak in heat capacity can be quite high and narrow at low temperatures and with a ratio of exchange interaction parameters near the separation boundary of the configuration regions (line 2 in Fig. 17 ).
In the end, it should be noted that in the antiferro-ferroantiferromagnetic variant of the exchange interaction parameters of the model (J 1 < 0, J 2 > 0, J 3 < 0), the situation of competition between the exchange interactions of the model does not appear and therefore changes in the ordering of the spin configuration are not formed. The entropy of the ground state is always zero, and the heat capacity of such a system has only one broad peak. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the exact analytic expressions for the entropy and heat capacity of the one-dimensional Ising model are obtained using the Kramers-Wannier transfer matrix method taking into account the exchange interactions of spins at the sites of the first, second, and third neighbors. Based in the magnetic phase diagram of the model, the analysis of configurational features of the ground state and frustration properties of the system is carried out.
Criteria are formulated and relationships of model parameters are determined for which magnetic frustrations arise in the considered one-dimensional spin systems. It was found out that the frustrations are caused by competition between the energies of the exchange interactions of spins. Thus, it was shown that in the frustration regime the system undergoes a rearrangement of the magnetic ordering structure of the ground state, which begins to include many spin configurations comparable to the size of the system, including the absence of translational invariance.
The characteristic behavior of the entropy and heat capacity of the system in the regime of frustration and near it is analyzed, a cardinal difference in the behavior of the magnetic system in the frustration region and outside it is shown.
It has been determined that the most important evidence of the existence of magnetic frustrations in the system is the nonzero value of the residual entropy in this regime, and this property does not contradict the third law of thermodynamics. It is also shown that the residual entropy can have the same nonzero value for entire intervals of model parameter values.
It was found that one of the common features of frustrated systems is the effect of peak splitting on the temperature evolution of the magnetic contribution of the heat capacity in the immediate vicinity of the frustration regime, which can be observed in real antiferromagnets based on rare-earth metals and actinide compounds, as well as a number of organometallic coordination polymers, molecular and quasi-one-dimensional frustrated magnets.
Differences in the formation of the structure of the temperature evolution of the heat capacity are revealed, which demonstrate three scenarios in the behavior of the heat capacity peaks in the frustration region of the system for various values of the ratios of the exchange interaction parameters of the model. The most important difference in the temperature dependence of the heat capacity in the region of frustration and out-side it lies in the specific features of the behavior of the heat capacity peak at low temperatures with the ratio of the model parameters corresponding to the boundaries of the spin configurations. In the cases under consideration, out of frustration regime the indicated heat capacity peak does not reach zero temperatures and does not disappear at the separation boundary of spin configurations. This peak can have a large hight, which distinguishes it from the corresponding peaks of heat capacity in the region of existence of system frustrations.
It is shown in the work that the heat capacity of the system near the boundary of the phase diagram outside the frustration region demonstrates a transition to the metastable state.
Thus, the proposed analysis scheme allows us to consider a wide range of phenomena in one-dimensional (or quasi-onedimensional) magnetic systems with frustrations and to describe their relationship with the features of thermodynamic functions. The mathematical apparatus developed in the work makes it possible to solve similar problems in more complicated models of statistical physics, in particular, in multicomponent spin models with discrete symmetry and an arbitrary spin value.
